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Background

► Assess how inclement weather affects driver’s performance and 
behavior (SHRP2 NDS)

► 90% of crashes attributed to driver behavior

► Relation to crashes

► How drivers respond to adverse weather/road conditions?

► Driver dynamics (speed and headway selection)

► Drivers adapt to existing weather/road conditions

► Seek “transitional pattern” from normal to inclement driving

► Speed

► Maneuvers
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Driver Responses

� Effects of adverse weather conditions on driver behavior

� Drivers adjust/not adjust their driving behavior

� Adjusting in an unsafe manner (driving too slow or too fast)

� Assess different environment conditions

� Traffic flow/level

� Roadway features (divided, two-way)

� Assess the change of normal driving

� Visibility 

� Road condition

� Distractions
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Research Approach

� Use existing naturalistic data (SHRP2 NDS)

� Identify specific factors leading to crash/near-crash situations

� Speed, headway, visibility, braking

� Sites: FL, IN, NC, NY, PA, WA

� Data mining procedure 

� Weather-related crash, near-crash events, and baseline events

� Categorize findings for subsequent relational analysis

� Select relevant crash and near-crash events (speed related)

� Select similar non-adverse-weather driving scenarios (dry surface)

� Evaluate normal driving baselines (dry & wet)

� Perform analyses (speed adjustment, attention)
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Data Mining 5
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Event Analysis 7



Variable Database (Crash/Near-Crash)

� Some Cr/N-Cr not 

weather related 

(lane change, 

marking cross)

� Speed > 60kph

� Inadequate speed 

adjustments

� Limited data 

before an event 
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Baseline Events (wet & dry)

� Matching Cr/NrCr events

� Conflict-free events

� No adverse conditions

� Speed variability
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Crash/Near-Crash Events

� High/Low speed events

� Few fog incidents
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� 40% of low speed incidents 

occurred at 35 kph or lower

� Minimal traffic, no restrictions 

or obstacles



Speed Data Analysis

► Drivers did not reduce speed 

as expected

► Higher speeds during near-

crashes

► ~45% of drivers engaged in 

risky maneuvers

► Drivers may have relied on vehicle 

safety features

► Drivers did not know how to safely 

adjust their behavior
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Crash/Near-Crash Distribution

► Drivers take more risks during 

daytime

► Visibility not a major issue 

during certain maneuvers

► 90% minor crashes 

► Undivided roads present 

increased risks
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Key Findings

� Some Cr/Nr-Cr not weather related (inattention, unsafe 

passes)

� Speed/headway not major crash causes

� Drivers not aware of slick roads

� Prior adverse weather data not readily available

� Unsafe speed adjustments (critical factor)
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Conclusions

� NDS data mining/analysis good indicator of 
driver behavior

� Quantify the extent of inclement weather 
impact on crash occurrence 

� Identify adequate alternative measures for 
weather-related crashes (headway)

�Minor impact on speed selection

� Low speed data not a critical factor 
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Potential Future Research

� Address/Reduce improper driver behavior during 
inclement weather

� Develop safety countermeasures to inform drivers

� Support travelers information through data fusion

� Develop intelligent in-vehicle systems for CVs, AVs
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Thank You! 16



Additional Information 17


